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2017 already feels like the year of the 
apprentice. The apprenticeships system 
has been around since the Middle 
Ages, but regulatory changes such as 
the new apprenticeship levy and high 
government targets have thrust the 
scheme firmly into the spotlight. 

Both the targets and levy have not been without 
their critics. From AAT’s (Association of Accounting 
Technicians) perspective, we believe that both have 
their merits in encouraging employers to consider 
bringing more apprentices into Britain’s workforce. 

However, the three million apprenticeship starts 
target is limited, in that it does not consider the 
number of completions, or the quality of the 
scheme itself. There is little point in having a starts 
target if so many fail to complete – overall, almost 
30% fail to complete an apprenticeship at present. 
Likewise, there seems little point undertaking an 
apprenticeship if, once completed, it fails to hold 
much value in the eyes of the employer or doesn’t 
provide the individual with transferable skills  
and knowledge. 

The levy, meanwhile, has been criticised in some 
quarters, most notably by an Institute of Fiscal 
Studies report that suggests the increase in 
apprenticeships will not provide value for money. 
Our opinion is that the levy will certainly focus 
business minds on the need to bring in more 
apprentices, but that the monies raised could  
be more effectively used. An ‘Apprenticeship  
and Skills Levy’, for example, where the funds are 
used not just for new apprentices, but – through 
traineeships and other forms of adult training  
– to improve the skillsets of many other employees, 
could be a wiser solution.

With this backdrop in mind, I was fascinated to 
read the findings of this report. We believe that 
apprenticeships can do much for social mobility, 
as, in some cases, they can allow people to gain 
a recognised qualification and professional skills 
while earning a salary. But what do young people 
think about the current state of apprenticeships 
in the UK themselves? Do graduates, still bearing 
the burden of student debt repayments, believe 
in hindsight that an apprenticeship could have 

put them in a different position? Do those 
contemplating their first career move, or their 
post-school decision, see apprenticeships as an 
attractive route into the career of their choice? 

The research doesn’t just stop there. It asks 
parents whether they would advise their children 
towards doing an apprenticeship. This is particularly  
interesting in light of research AAT conducted 
with ACCA (the Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants), finding that the vast majority of MPs 
believe that parents and teachers need to develop 
greater understanding of technical education  
if it is to gain the same recognition as academic 
education. We also cannot ignore the fact that the 
average age of an apprentice is on the rise, and this 
report considers the opportunities for older workers 
to come through the apprenticeship system.

And perhaps most interestingly, it consults 
HR professionals as to their views regarding 
apprenticeships when it comes to taking on new 
employees, and whether this has changed in 
recent times. With many people in their 20s and 
30s arguably more prone to changing jobs than 
those from an older generation,  the report aims to 
determine whether work experience ranks higher 
than educational achievements, and if being 
‘work-ready’ is an important facet. I hope you enjoy 
reading the findings as much as I did.

Finally, I would like to thank Opinium Research 
and Lansons Communications for their help and 
support in putting this report together. 

Mark Farrar 
March 2017
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Apprenticeships can help people, 
young and old, fast-track their careers 
by getting real experience, and provide 
individuals with the opportunity to take 
those first steps on the career ladder of 
their chosen profession. Apprenticeships 
can help accelerate people’s career 
ambitions and allow them greater scope 
in taking control of their own destinies.

AAT is the leading qualification and professional 
body for vocational accountants in the UK, offering 
qualifications that can provide a non-degree route 
into chartered accountancy. Many of our students 
undertake apprenticeships, including school and 
college leavers looking for high quality alternatives 
to university, and older people hoping to start a new 
career. These apprentices are trained to work in 
finance departments and accountancy firms, and 
have the ability to gain a recognised qualification 
and professional skills while earning a salary. 

As an organisation, we welcome opportunities 
for good quality and suitable apprenticeship 
schemes that offer work-ready skills into the UK’s 
workplaces, provided they are able to access 
sustained employment opportunities on completion 
of their apprenticeship. 

With the introduction of the apprenticeship levy in 
April 2017, the spotlight has been on whether more 
employers will take up the opportunity to consider 
how greater take up of apprentices can work to the 
benefit of their company. But we wanted to find 
out what apprenticeships mean to people. We also 
wanted to find out what HR professionals think 
about apprenticeship schemes as well as the stage 
at which they become more interested in work 
experience over qualifications; and parents were 
invited to share what advice they give their children 
around apprenticeships.

We engaged with reputation management 
consultancy firm Lansons to help produce 
a creative campaign that would resonate 
with apprentices, potential apprentices, and 
businesses – and in turn Opinium Research were 
commissioned to undertake a series of polls with 
the audiences we wanted to gain views from.

The results, which are detailed throughout the 
rest of this report, showed both opportunities 
and challenges around how apprenticeships 
are currently perceived. We believe that many 
organisations are looking to have the most diverse 
and engaged workforce that they can. We hope that 
the report’s findings will ultimately help individuals 
and businesses alike realise the benefits that 
apprenticeships can bring. 

1. Introduction

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions
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Opinium Research polled 1,000 young 
people aged between 16 and 30 years 
old; 333 parents of children aged 
between 11 and 21 years old, and 500 
business decision makers responsible 
for recruitment and hiring from a range 
of different business sizes (excluding 
sole traders). Online polling took place 
between 7 and 15 February 2017.  
A total of 31 questions were asked  
(see Appendix). Results have been 
weighted to a nationally representative 
criterion across the UK.  

Of the young people we spoke to, 14% were 
students studying at GCSE level or above (including 
professional qualifications); and 61% were in full-
time work including 30% who held a degree. Of the 
business decision makers studied, 45% worked for 
an organisation with less than 50 employees, 25% 
for one with between 50 and 249 employees, and 
31% for organisations with 250 employees or more. 

2. Questionnaire

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions
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As mentioned on the previous page, the  
poll looked at three different samples – 
young people, parents, and recruitment 
professionals, in order to build up a full 
picture of apprenticeships and their 
appeal in the UK. We will look at the 
results of each in isolation.

Young people

The first people we spoke to for this study were 
also, arguably, the most important – young people 
aged between 16 and 18 who were still in school 
and considering their next move after leaving.  
Of these, 50% told us they were considering, or 
would consider, an apprenticeship as an alternative 
route into employment rather than a university 
degree. This was especially true of young people 
who indicated that they would be considering 
doing an apprenticeship in information and 
communication (22%), followed by professional, 
scientific and technical jobs (14%) – both 
traditionally considered white collar professions  
– along with other personal service activities (12%).

When asked why, over a third of these respondents 
(37%) said that this was because they could start 
earning money straight away, while 20% said they 
would be ready for work on day one. On the other 
side, of those who said they wouldn’t consider an 
apprenticeship against a university degree as an 
alternative route, the most popular reason was 
because they thought university was the right 
option for them (63%). 

3. The results

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

Which of the following reasons best describes  
why you would consider an apprenticeship as  
an alternative route into employment to a  
university degree?

I can start earning money straight away: 

37% 

I’ll get valuable work experience: 

35% 

I want to learn valuable work skills as soon as possible: 

30%

I’ll be ready for work on day one (work ready): 

20% 

I won’t take on any debt: 

20% 

The profession I want requires one: 

11%  

University is a waste of money: 

7% 

Base: UK adults aged 16–18 (pre-working), who 
indicated they were considering / would consider  
an apprenticeship

http://www.aat.org.uk/apprenticeship
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Among all young people aged 16–30 we surveyed, 
it was particularly interesting to learn that 64% 
felt an apprenticeship can fast track their career 
more than a university degree. 41% believe that an 
apprenticeship was the best way into a satisfying 
or fulfilling job or career, with 29% believing a 
university degree would be best for this. Most 
respondents (44%) found that an apprenticeship 
would be the best way into a fun job or career, 
with 57% thinking that a university degree would 
provide the best grounding for a well-paying job  
or career.

For those who have already been to university 
and are now in the workplace, a staggering 31% 
of young adults said that they don’t believe their 
degree was financially worth it, while 24% didn’t 
feel it was worth it from a professional perspective. 
A further 33% didn’t believe that their degree was 
relevant to the job they currently hold. 

Over half of graduates told us that, with hindsight, 
they would consider an alternative route into 
employment as opposed to their university degree. 
48% didn’t feel that, as yet, they have fulfilled their 
career potential.

Of all young people now in work (across all 
academic backgrounds including graduates, 
apprentices, and individuals going straight into  
the workplace), one in three (33%) told us they feel 
they were not ‘work ready’, in hindsight, when they 
started their first job. This figure rises very slightly 
to 34% of graduates.

Where did you seek careers advice?

The majority of young people gained careers  
advice from their friends and family when they 
were younger (52%), with the internet (51%) and 
parents (50%) the next most popular choices, with 
a school careers officer (39%) a distant fourth.

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

It was particularly interesting 
to learn that 64% felt an 
apprenticeship can fast track 
their career more than a 
university degree.

Where have you obtained careers advice from in 
the past?

Friends / family friends: 

52% 

The internet: 

51% 

Parents: 

50% 

School careers officer: 

39% 

Careers fairs: 

30% 

Older siblings: 

16%  

Base: UK adults aged 16–30

41% 
believe that an apprenticeship is 
the best route into a satisfying or 
fulfilling job or career, compared 
to 29% for a university degree.
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Young people told us that the careers advice they 
received was, on the whole, useful (62%), but also 
focused on going into work after university. Only 
50% agreed that they had heard about alternatives 
to degrees, such as apprenticeships. 

Finally, we returned to those young adults now 
in the workplace who have a degree. Of these, 
45% told us that they would consider doing 
an apprenticeship in the future, either to gain 
additional qualifications or to help enter a different 
career. This was most true of young adults who are 
now working full-time (46%). 14% believed that, 
given they already hold a degree, they could not 
now supplement this with an apprenticeship.

The results from our young people’s study 
underlines how apprenticeships still even hold 
some appeal for those people who went down the 
university route, either as a potential future route 
to a different career or with hindsight given their 
degree and subsequent entry into their chosen 
profession. There appears to be the need to 
improve careers advice available, to help those 
coming to the end of their schooling make the 
most appropriate choice for their own personal 
circumstances and futures.

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

45% of workers who already 
hold a degree said they 
would consider doing an 
apprenticeship in the future. 

Aldo Winn 
AAT student, TUI
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Parental guidance

With the one in two people saying that their parents 
were chiefly responsible for their post-schooling 
careers advice, we asked parents of children in 
high school, higher education, further education  
or training about the careers advice they are 
currently offering, and for their own thoughts  
on the apprenticeship system.

15% of parents of 11–21 year olds told us that  
they would be happiest if their child went straight  
to university after completing their schooling, 
with 9% saying that they would be most happy 
if their child went from school directly into an 
apprenticeship. Parents from the Midlands 
favoured the apprenticeship route the most.  
In reality, parents were split on what they thought 
their child would actually do, with a third (33%) 
thinking that their child will go to university.

Parents generally agreed with their children over 
the impact an apprenticeship or degree could 
have on a career, with 36% believing that an 
apprenticeship is the best way into a satisfying  
or fulfilling job or career, and 52% highlighting  
a degree as the best route to a well-paying job  
or career. 

The parents we surveyed are also very positive about 
apprenticeships. 59% think an apprenticeship 
is, or would have been, a viable alternative to 
university, and 44% have, or will encourage their 
child to consider the apprenticeship route. More 
parents said that they are confident they can afford 
to send their child to university (39%) than those 
who were not confident (36%), showing that the 
high costs associated with university education is 
certainly not the only factor at work when parents 
are considering what is in their child’s best interests. 

 

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

9% of parents of 11–21 year 
olds said that they would be 
most happy if their child went 
from school directly into an 
apprenticeship.

51% said that apprentices taken 
on in the last five years had 
performed better than those 
starting with a university degree.

Regardless of viability, would you or did 
you encourage your child to consider an 
apprenticeship instead of going to university?

Yes – definitely: 

15%

Yes – probably 

29% 

No – probably not: 

21% 

No – definitely not: 

14% 

Don’t know / unsure:  

22% 

Base: UK parents with a child in education or training 
aged 11–21.

Employer attitudes  
to recruitment

We spoke with employers who have responsibility 
for recruitment from a range of industries and 
across all sizes of businesses. Far more than a 
degree (7%) or an apprenticeship (2%), these 
recruitment experts told us that the most important 
asset for a candidate to have is the right attitude 
(49%) followed by relevant work experience (23%). 

Less than half of recruitment experts (40%) are 
specifically tasked with looking for someone with  
a degree when recruiting for entry level and  
non-entry level candidates. Most organisations 
(52%) say they have no particular preference, or 
aversion, to those with apprenticeships but around 
a sixth (16%) told us that they would rather recruit  
those who have completed an apprenticeship  
over other qualifications.

http://www.aat.org.uk/apprenticeship
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The importance of a qualification appears to 
diminish over time, with recruiters saying that, 
on average, the right qualifications become less 
important than relevant work experience after just 
two years in relevant roles. And 51% said that 
those apprentices their organisation had taken on 
in the last five years had performed better than 
those who came in with a university degree.

The skills an apprentice can hold can be of 
importance to employers, with 83% finding younger 
new recruits lack certain skills when they first start. 
Only 23% of employers felt that at least half of 
their new recruits who came through the university 
system were ‘work ready’ on their first day.

Apprenticeships at work:  
the next five years

When it comes to the future, recruiters are  
positive about apprenticeships as an attractive 
option into the workplace. Over the next five years,  
three-quarters (77%) believe that more young 
people will choose alternative routes to university 
into employment, including apprenticeships and 
broader technical courses; with 63% of these 
recruiters saying that this will affect the way they 
recruit new staff, and 19% of these specifically 
adding they will attach less importance to a degree 
in their recruitment policy.

Recruiters in the construction and manufacturing 
industry were most positive about the rise in 
apprenticeships affecting the way they recruit more 
staff over the next five years; with those working in 
travel and leisure least convinced this will lead to 
changes in their recruitment policy.

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

You mentioned that younger new recruits lack 
certain skills when they first start. Which of the 
following type of skills, if any, do they generally lack?

Work ethic: 

53% 

Time management: 

51% 

Relevant work experience: 

50% 

Professionalism:  

47% 

Organisational skills: 

46% 

Problem solving abilities: 

45% 

Base: UK business decision makers responsible 
for recruitment and hiring from a range of different 
business sizes (excluding sole traders)

Only 23% of employers felt that 
at least half of their new recruits 
who came through the university 
system were ‘work ready’ on 
their first day.
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The results demonstrate that there 
is, among young people, parents and 
recruiters, appetite over the short to 
mid-term for the apprenticeship scheme 
to grow. Business decision-makers are 
particularly keen to shift the focus of 
their recruitment efforts in favour of 
hiring apprentices over the next five 
years, and this suggests that they are 
prepared to facilitate the Government’s 
mission of increasing apprenticeship 
numbers across the UK to three million 
by 2020. 

But among young people, some of whom are 
would-be apprentices themselves, there are  
still some concerns as to what kind of a future  
an apprenticeship scheme can offer. Rather  
than acting as a conduit into a white-collar 
profession, there is still a lingering perception  
that apprenticeships equal a route into a ‘fun’ 
career rather than necessarily one that will be  
of high-quality and acting as a viable alternative  
to university. 

Advice was cited as a factor for this. Careers 
advice in schools has not pointed enough students 
towards apprenticeships or other technical 
qualifications, as opposed to higher education 
through universities. Young people look primarily  

to their parents as their main source for help  
in deciding what to do post-school, and parents 
themselves still suggest that they would be  
happiest for their child to take the university  
route. That said, many parents are not dismissive 
of apprenticeships and recognise how they can 
provide a useful alternative. 

It’s also good to realise that even graduates 
who have already come through the university 
system and started their first job are nonetheless 
prepared to consider a future apprenticeship, 
if the circumstances prove right for them. 
Apprenticeships should not be viewed as simply 
a careers solution for those aged between 16–21, 
and with people both spending more years in the 
workplace and demonstrating more desire to be 
flexible with their career choices, it must not be 
forgotten that high-quality apprenticeship schemes 
should be accessible at any stage during a  
working lifetime.  

4. In summary

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

“ Many parents are not  
dismissive of apprenticeships 
and recognise how they can  
provide a useful alternative.”
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It is our belief that people of all ages 
have the ability to ‘get ahead’ through 
doing an apprenticeship. They can help 
people give their careers a kick start, and 
can also give businesses an alternative 
to graduates, and a work-ready pool 
of talent to draw from. High standard 
apprenticeships can foster transferable 
skills which benefit employees and 
employers alike, as well as helping the 
economy as a whole. 

This report’s findings have led us to put 
forward three recommendations that we 
believe will aid apprenticeships, making 
them both more attractive for workers 
and companies, and better suiting their 
needs and requirements:

Improve careers advice in high schools

While it is good news that the majority of young 
people feel they can go to their parents to ask for 
advice on their first move after their A-Levels, we 
feel this could be in part because of the lack of 
careers advice they have available at their schools. 

The prevailing bias, for a long time, appears to 
have been towards advising most young people 
down the university route. This isn’t a bad thing for 
everyone – we cannot lose sight of the fact that, for 
many, university undoubtedly represents the best 
career option available in terms of accessing the 
right career for their personal circumstances.  
But there are others for whom alternative vocational 
and technical routes are more suitable, and yet 
they may receive little or no information from their 
high school education that these options even exist. 

One solution we would suggest would be to extend 
the current UCAS system, which provides the entry 
route for students wishing to go to university, to 
include and integrate the National Apprenticeship 
Service along with other non-academic options. 
This could be the best way to ensure equal coverage  
of all routes to employment, and could help schools 
and careers services communicate the potential 
value of apprenticeships more effectively.

5. Recommendations

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

1. 
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Employers to give equal consideration to 
apprenticeships and other forms of technical or 
vocational qualifications as they do to degrees

As highlighted by our research, steps are already 
being taken by recruiters to improve the numbers 
of apprentices within their workplaces over the 
next five years. But with growing numbers of 
apprentices expected to come through the system, 
it is important that their efforts and achievements 
are recognised with equal opportunity to get a job 
at the end of their apprenticeship as someone who 
is fresh out of university. 

This will help companies ensure that they 
gain the diverse and well-rounded workforce 
that most organisations seek, and in addition 
to apprenticeships, employers should equally 
recognise the benefits of hiring those who have 
taken other high-quality courses and qualifications 
that provide them with the skills necessary to 
succeed in that particular profession.

Employers take the opportunity to invest in 
apprenticeships and wider training

Ultimately, to fulfil the Government’s target of the 
number of new apprenticeship starts coupled with 
our recommendations that they deliver quality into 
Britain’s workforces, employers nationwide will 
need to take responsibility that the apprenticeship 
schemes they are a part of are fit for purpose. 
The model for this is already in place, with the 
Government’s trailblazer scheme, where a group of 
employers create apprenticeship standards tailored 
to their own industry sector. We hope this scheme 
is continued and expanded upon.

The apprenticeship levy will clearly help businesses 
focus on what exactly they want from apprentices 
– chiefly, new employees who can act as a great 
benefit to their company and ultimately its leaders 
of the future. An extended levy, encompassing high 
quality traineeships and other forms of training 
that can benefit existing workers as well as those 
coming through as apprentices; will further benefit 
the company as well as the wider economy. 

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

Apprenticeships give people flexibility, 
more choice and, for young people, 
an opportunity to become work-ready 
without having to take on a large burden 
of debt. We believe that this report 
can help adapt careers advice being 
offered, and the attitudes of employers, 
to one that is more appreciative and 
encompassing of excellent apprenticeship 
schemes that can improve the skills,  
and thus careers, of Britain’s current  
and emerging workforce.

2. 

3. 
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Questions asked to young 
people (aged 16–30)

Are you considering or would you consider an 
apprenticeship as an alternative route into employment  
to a university degree?

(asked to pre-university students)

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know   /   unsure

You mentioned that you would consider an apprenticeship 
as an alternative route into employment to a university 
degree. Which of the following reasons, if any, best 
describes why this is the case for you?

(asked to pre-university students answering ‘Yes’ to Q1)

• The profession I want requires one 

• I’ll get valuable work experience

• I’ll be ready for work on day one (work ready)

• I won’t take on any debt

•  I know what I want to do so I might as well start my  
career now

• I can start earning money straight away

•  My parents   /   family would rather I go into work than  
go to university

• University is a waste of money 

•  The job market is so competitive so it is best to get a job 
as soon as possible

•  I want to learn valuable work skills as soon  
as possible

• Other (please specify)

• Don’t know  /  unsure  

You mentioned that you would not consider an 
apprenticeship as an alternative route into employment  
to a university degree. Which of the following reasons,  
if any, best describe why this is the case for you?

(asked to pre-university students answering ‘No’ to Q1)

• I don’t want to start work straight away

• Going straight into employment scares me 

• I don’t know what I want to do yet

•  All my friends are going to university and I want to  
do the same

• I think university is the right thing for me

• My parents  /  family expect me to go to university

•  My preferred career requires me to have a  
university degree

• Other (please specify)

• Don’t know   /   unsure 

Do you think an apprenticeship can fast track your career 
more than a university degree?

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know   /   unsure

Which of the following (apprenticeship  /  university 
degree  /  neither) do you think is the best way into  
the following?

• A satisfying or fulfilling job or career

• A well-paying job or career

• A well-respected job or career

• A fun job or career

6.  Appendix:  
Questions and Responses

Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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You mentioned that you had a degree level qualification  
or above. Considering what you know now you have  
started work, would you say that your degree was...

• worth it financially
• worth it educationally
• worth it professionally
• relevant to the job I have

(asked to degree holders)

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know   /   unsure

In hindsight, would you consider an alternative route into 
employment rather than a university degree?

(asked to degree holders)

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know  /  unsure

Have you fulfilled the potential you thought you had when 
you were younger, either academically or in your career?

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know  /  unsure

Thinking of the route you took into employment, do you 
wish you had taken a different route?

(asked to workers)

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know  /  unsure

Did you think you would be ‘work ready’ when you started 
your first job?

(asked to workers)

• Yes

• No

• Don’t know

And in hindsight would you say that you were ‘work ready’?

(asked to workers)

• Yes

• No

• Don’t know  

Where have you obtained careers advice from in the past?

(asked to workers)

• Parents

• School careers officer

• Friends / family friends

• The internet

• Older siblings

• Library

• Careers fairs

• Other (please specify)

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements about your careers advice?

(asked to workers)

• The careers advice I received was useful

•  The advice was focused on going into work  
after university

•  I heard about alternatives to degrees, such  
as apprenticeships

Would you consider doing an apprenticeship in the future, 
to gain additional qualifications or enter a different career?

(asked to workers with a degree)

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

•  N / A – I thought that I could not do an apprenticeship if  
I already hold a degree
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Questions asked to parents  
(of children aged 11–21)

Which of the following routes, if any, would you prefer that 
your child take?

• I am happy with the route they are taking

• Go straight from school into an apprenticeship

•  Go into an apprenticeship after they have completed  
their A-Levels 

•  Take a gap year after completing their A-Levels and  
then take on an apprenticeship

•  Take a gap year after completing their A-Levels and  
then go to university

• Go straight to university 

• Go straight into part time work

• Go straight into full time work

• None of the above

• Don’t know

And which of the following did your child actually do  /  do 
you expect them to do?

• Go straight from school into an apprenticeship

•  Go into an apprenticeship after they have completed  
their A-Levels 

•  Take a gap year after completing their A-Levels and  
then take on an apprenticeship

•  Take a gap year after completing their A-Levels and  
then go to university

• Go straight to university 

• Go straight into part time work

• Go straight into full time work

• None of the above

• Don’t know

Which of the following (apprenticeship / university 
degree / neither) do you think is the best way into  
the following?

• A satisfying or fulfilling job or career

• A well-paying job or career

• A well-respected job or career

• A fun job or career

Do you think an apprenticeship is  /  would have been  
a viable alternative to university for your child?

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know  /  unsure

And regardless of viability, would you or did you encourage 
your child to consider an apprenticeship instead of going 
to university?

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know  /  unsure

Can you  /  could you afford to send your child to university?

• N / A – my child is at  /  went to university

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know  /  unsure

Questions asked to 
recruitment workers

Which of the following, if any, is the most important for  
a candidate to have when you are recruiting new staff? 

• An apprenticeship

• A degree

• The right attitude 

• Relevant work experience

• Required professional or sector-specific qualifications

• Other (please specify)

When recruiting for entry level and non-entry level 
candidates, do you specifically look for someone with  
a degree?

• Yes – always

• Yes – usually

• No – not necessarily

• No – never 

• N / A

Which of the following best describes your 
businesses’ / organisations’ approach to apprenticeships?

• We only recruit those who have had an apprenticeship 

•  We would rather recruit those who have completed an 
apprenticeship instead of other qualifications

• Apprenticeships are not relevant for us

•  We have no particular preference or aversion to those 
with apprenticeships

• None of the above
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At what stage do you believe having the right  
qualifications becomes less important than having  
the relevant work experience?

•  Having the relevant work experience is always more 
important than having the right qualifications

• After 1 years’ relevant work experience

• After 2–3 years’ relevant work experience

• After 4–5 years’ relevant work experience

• After 5–7 years’ relevant work experience

• After 8–10 years’ relevant work experience

• After more than 10 years’ relevant work experience

•  Having the right qualifications is always more important 
than having relevant work experience

Has your business / organisation taken on any apprentices  
or those with an apprenticeship qualification in the last  
five years?

• Yes

• No

You mentioned that your business / organisation has 
taken on apprentices or those with an apprenticeship 
qualification in the last five years. Would you say they have 
generally performed better or worse than those you have 
taken on with a university degree?

(asked to those who answered ‘Yes’ to Q5):

• Much better

• Somewhat better

• Neither better nor worse

• Somewhat worse

• Much worse

• N / A

Do you find younger new recruits lack certain skills when 
they first start? 

• Yes

• No

• Don’t know

You mentioned that younger new recruits lack certain skills 
when they first start.  Which of the following type of skills, 
if any, do they generally lack?

(asked to those who answered ‘Yes’ to Q7):

• Professionalism

• Work ethic

• Relevant work experience

• Technical experience

• Financial experience 

• Leadership skills

• Time management

• Organisation skills

• Problem solving abilities

• Social skills

• Other (please specify)

• None of the above 

Do you think more young people will choose  
alternative routes into employment than university  
(e.g. apprenticeships, technical courses etc) over  
the next five years?

• Yes – definitely

• Yes – probably 

• No – probably not

• No – definitely not

• Don’t know  /  unsure

You mentioned that you think young people will take 
alternative routes into employment than university over the 
coming years. Will this affect the way you recruit new staff 
over the next five years, and if so, how?

(asked to those who answered ‘Yes’ to Q9):

•  Yes – we will no longer factor in a degree to our 
recruitment policy

•  Yes – we will attach less importance to a degree in our 
recruitment policy

•  Yes – we will take apprenticeships into  
consideration more

• Yes – we will look abroad more often for candidates

•  Yes – but we are unsure at the moment as to how it will 
affect us

•  No – our priority will remain employing candidates with 
university degrees

•  No – our priority will remain employing candidates with 
apprenticeship or relevant technical qualifications

• Don’t know  /  not sure
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Apprenticeships: Getting ahead for accelerated ambitions

How many of your new recruits that are university graduate, 
apprentices and further education leavers are ‘work ready’ 
on their first day? Pleas provide your best estimate.

• 0%

• 1–10%

• 11–20%

• 21–30%

• 31–40%

• 41–50%

• 51–60%

• 61–70%

• 71–80%

• 81–90%

• 91–100%

• N / A

Christopher Garry 
Grant Thornton
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Association of Accounting Technicians 
140 Aldersgate Street 
London 
EC1A 4HY

t: +44 (0)20 7397 3000

f: +44 (0)20 7397 3009

e: aat@aat.org.uk

aat.org.uk

Registered charity no. 1050724

If you’d like to know more about AAT apprenticeships,  
please get in touch with us.

Call us on +44 (0)20 3735 2400.  
Lines are open 09.00 to 17.00 (UK time), Monday to Friday.

Email us at join@aat.org.uk or visit aat.org.uk / apprentice

Any questions?

http://www.aat.org.uk/apprenticeship
https://www.facebook.com/youraat/
https://forums.aat.org.uk/
mailto:join%40aat.org.uk?subject=
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